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Abstract: AI-Ghazzali was a theologian and a prolific writer. Even though he
wrote mainly on doctrines, there are many passages in his wide ranging works
which treat politics. Indeed, there are certain treatises that are exclusively
devoted to topics studied in political science. The four works analyzed here
show that he was, among other things, a political thinker whose aim was to
synthesize politics with Islam. He discussed extensively the concepts of imtimah
and khiltifah detailing its prerequisites and the qualifications required of the
office holders. Any attempts at understanding political thought of al-Ghazzali
must adopt a comprehensive approach by looking at aU of his works and by
situating the works within the specific context in which these were written.

Abu l:Iamid Mu}:lammad ibn Mu}:lammad ibn Mu}:lammad ibn Ta)us
al- Tusi al-Shafi "i, better known as al-Ghazzali, was born in 450/
1058 at Tabaran, in the neighbourhood of modern Meshhed in
Khurasan. AI-Ghazzali started learning, first in his hometown of Tus
in Persia, then in Jurjan and finally in Nishapur. After the death of
his teacher, Imam al-Haramayn al-Juwayni, al-Ghazzali moved to
the court of Ni~am al-Mulk, the powerful vizir of the Seljuq Sultans,
who eventually appointed him the head of the Ni~amiyyah College
in Baghdad in AH 484/AD 1091. For about five years, he busied
himself lecturing on Islamic jurisprudence and refuting heresies and
responding to questions from all segments of the community. In the
political confusion following the assassination of Ni~am al-Mulk,
al-Ghazzali left Baghdad, renouncing his career and the world. He
wandered as a $Ufi in Syria and Palestine before returning to Tus,
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where he was engaged in writing, ~ufi practices and teaching his
disciples until his death in 505A.H./IIIIAD.

AI-Ghazzali is one of the greatest scholars of Islam and was known
by the honorific title [1ujjat a/-Is/am (the proof of Islam). He was an
extremely influential figure in philosophy and sufism. He argued
that the Neoplatonic philosophy, which had significant Muslim
following, is flawed and was in conflict with some Islamic teachings.
He, however, upheld the approach of mathematics and exact sciences
as essentially correct. His was a critique of philosophy from an
Islamic perspective with the intention to Islamize it.

AI-Ghazzali was equally critical of the ~ufi movement for
neglecting obligatory prayers and duties of Islam. He sought to
cleanse the approach of sufism of its excesses and re-establish the
authority of the orthodox religion. Yet, he stressed the importance
of genuine spiritual quest, which he maintained was the path to attain
the absolute truth. His theological doctrines influenced Jewish and
Christian Scholarship and several of his arguments seem to have
been adopted by St. Thomas Aq\linas.

AI-Ghazzali's 

Works on Politics

AI-GhazzaII's works have been studied extensively by Muslims
and non-Muslims alike. He wrote on a vast number of subjects
ranging from jurisprudence, theology and philosophy to Batinite
thought and ~ufism. He is usually perceived as a writer on doctrine,
and is, therefore, less well-known as a political scientist. There are,
however, many passages in his works which discuss politics, and
there are certain treatises that are exclusively devoted to the topics
studied in political. science.

This study analyses AI-Ghazzali's works to highlight his
contributions to the world of politics and political science. Of the
many works that al-Ghazzali produced, Fatjti >ilz al-bti!iniyah wa
Fatjti >il al-Musta,zhiriyyah, al-lqti~tid fi al i <tiqtid, llzyti> <uliim al-
din and Na~ilzat al-muliik contain his views on politics. The political
views expressed in these works with regard to the imamate and the
sultanate, are the focus of this study.. It specifically analyzes the
political contents of these works, the motives and the time of their
composition and their respective audiences.
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Fat/a -'i(, al-Ba!iniyyah wa Fat/a'il al-Musta.zhiriyyah

The first work of AI-Ghazzali discussed here is Fa(ia -'ill a/-ba!iniyah
wa Fa(ia -'i/ a/-Musta,?hiriyyah. It is better known as Kitab a/-
Musta,?hiri as it was commissioned by the reigning' Abbasid caliph,
al-Mustazhir Billah (r. 478/1094 to 512/1118). The motive behind
its comp~sition lay in the caliph's bid to legitimise his reign and to
show the errors of the Isma'ilis, who constituted a threat to the
'Abbasid caliphate.2

Kitab a/-Musta,?hiri is believed to have' been composed in 487/
1094, shortly before al-Ghazzali's departure from Baghdad in 488/
1095 as a result of his spiritual crisis.) In terms of its authenticity, no
scholar doubts its ascription to al-Ghazzali.4 The book was written
for two target audiences: the masses, including scholars and lay
persons, and the caliph al-Musta?hir himself, whom al-Ghazzali
counsels in Chapter Ten of the book.5

AI-Ghazzali presents his political views in chapters nine and ten.
In chapter nine, al-Ghazzali intended to accomplish three things: to
validate the imamate of al-Musta?hir; to acknowledge the validity
of his appointments of governors and qa(iis Uudges); and to
proclaim him as God's vicegerent over men, thereby establishing
obedience to him as a duty incumbent on all Muslims.6 To that end,
he decried the "corrupt doctrine" of those writers which denied the
existence of a caliph since no candidate possessed all the requisite
qualities for holding the office of the imam. They argued that
appointing an unqualified person to the imamate would be a violation
of the conditions of the imamate.7

AI-Ghazzali argues that this corrupt doctrine is an attack on law-
based judgments (allkam, prescription) and an explicit confirmation
of their inoperativeness (ta ~tl/) and neglect (ihma/). It also negates
the validity of all administrative posts, the soundness of qa(iis'
judgments and the weight of God's rights and prescriptions in Muslim
life, all on the grounds of the absence of the imam.8 Consequently,
the affairs of the people would be left unadministered and God's
laws unexecuted. It becomes a religious duty, therefore, to right this
state of corruption.9

AI-Ghazzali argues that there must be an imam in every age and
that all Muslims agree on the necessity of the imamate. He affirms
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the principle of the necessity of this institution in every age as
indisputable and based on the unanimous consensus (ijma'). The
only point open to dispute, he says, is the qualification of the
individual.

However, there was one man, according to al-Ghazzali, (Abd al-
Ral)man ibn T(aysan also known as Abu Bakr al-A~am, who held
that the imamate is void in the event of civil war (fi ayyam al-fitnah)
or disagreem nt among the people (ikhtilaf al-nas).lo Without the
general cons sus of the ummah, (Abd al-Ral)man contended, the
imamate is v id.11 However, al-Ghazzali contended that the falsity
of Kaysan's tand is agreed upon by all knowledgeable men.

AI-Ghazza i put forward two points to justify the necessity of the
imamate. Fi st, the example of the early companions who acted
hastily to set about appointing an imam immediately after the death
of the Prophet Mul)ammad (SAS).12 Although their action could
have had a negative impact, their urgent attention to appointing an
imam showed the importance and necessity of the office.13 Second,
he argues that the duty of defending and championing the faith is
necessary and incumbent upon Muslims. In order to preserve order,
he co~ti ues, there must be a responsible individual to guide men
and to t wart danger, including anarchy. 14 For this reason, al-Ghazzali

feels t at the imamate is an indispensable office for Muslim society.

Having! established the necessity of the imamate, he proceeded
with an argument justifying al-Musta?hir's claims to the imamate.
Syllogistically, he argues:

There must be an imam in every age.
But only he (al-Musta?hir) is qualified for the office.
Therefore, he is the rightful imam.IS

In proclaimg al-Musta?hir as the qualified imam, al-Ghazzali points
to two facts which discredit the Ba!inites, thereby disqualifying them
from eligibility of the imamate.'6 First, their doctrines and their imams
are guilty of innovation and deviation (bid'ah) at the very least, and
unbelief (kufr) at the most. This includes their affirmation of two
pre-eternal Gods, a concept to which, according to al-Ghazzali, all
the Ba!inite sects agreed. This falsehood disqualifies them from the
imamate by virtue of their not meeting the key conditions of the
office: correctness of belief and soundness of religion. Second, the
Ba!inites are at fault for rejecting, by false interpretation, many of~
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the eschatological details revealed in the Qur>an.J7 How then can a
person whose falsehood in religion is clear, asks al-Ghazzali, be fit
for the imamate? Given these falsifications, the only eligible
candidate is al-Musta~hir, because his views on dogma are sound.

Moreover, al-Ghazzali employs the idea of "might makes right"
(Imamat taqiim bi al-shawkah)J8 in strengthening his argument
against the Ba!inites. He states that if, for the sake of argument, the
leader of the Ba!inites was fit for the imamate, his claims would still
lack support from the people. By cQntrast, obedience and
submission to al-Musta~hir were demonstrated by all leaders and
<'ulama> of the age and the general public with the exception only
of the Batinites. Thus, he argues that if might is another yardstick
for the right to the imamate, then the Batinites' claims must be
rejected.J9 It was al-Musta~hir who enjoyed the support and
allegiance of the majority.

It is also noteworthy that al-Ghazzali repudiated the very source
of the Ba!inites' claims to the imamate. In chapter seven of this
book he argued that the source of the imamate is not a textu~l
designation (na$Yo as contended by the Ba!inites. The only vali'd
source, he contended, is the choice (ikhtiyar) of the people of Islam
and consensus in submission.21 This is precisely the criterion he
employed to justify the imamate of al-Musta~hir. .If the credentials
of the Ba!inites are proven false, he maintained, the only criterion
left is "election."

Realizing that it is impossible to obtain the consensus of all men,
al-Ghazzali reasoned that the support of one person can suffice if
he is on the side of the multitude, as his consent would represent
theirs. He defended this view by referring to the manner in which
the first caliph, Abu Bakr, was appointed. He says that when 'Umar
swore fealty to Abu Bakr, the latter's imamate was established by
the succession of those who followed 'Umar's lead. This process,
he argued, was not disputed by any, for the aim of an imam is the
uniting of views (jam'shitat lira». However, the one whose
allegiance is followed by the rest must also exercise authority and
influence which are recognized and revered by the populace. This
he termed al-shawkah, which signifies personal power, military
power and influence. By asserting this point, he determined that
there can be no doubt about al-Musta~hir's imamate.22 Apparently~
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al-Ghazzali, through his influence, saw himself as performing the
role of <Umar in acknowledging the imamate of al-Musta~hir.
Because of his influence, the <"ulama> and the masses followed suit.

AI-Ghazzali admitted that the specification of the imamate is
reduced to the choice of a single person, and to God's choice and
appointment. If God was not satisfied with it, He would not make it
workable. Although the imam of the Fatimids (the Batinites) had
also been successful, it had been proven that they held false beliefs
which automatically, according to al-Ghazzali, disqualified them from
office. The real justification for the choice is in the allegiance and
obedience that the imam inspires (a grace and gift of God),
unattainable by any human contrivance.23 This did not happen to
the Batinites because they did not appoint their imam by election
but by textual designation which has nothing to do with the consent
of the masses.

AI-Ghazzali listed ten qualities and conditions that an imam must
meet, six of them innate and the remainder acquired (kasb). The six
innate qualities are: (I) al-bulugh, maturity, (2) al- <"aql (intelligence),
(3) al.[lurriyyah (freedom), (4) of the male sex, (5) nasab Quraysh
(Qurayshite descent), and (6) salamah /Jassat aI-sam <" wa al-ba$ar,

(soundness of hearing and sight). The four acquired qualities are:
(i) al-najdah, intrepidity (bravery, courage; fitness for combat, war
or fighting), (ii) al-kifayah, competence, (iii) al- <"ilm, knowledge,
and (iv) al-wara' piety. AI-Ghazzali claimed that the first six qualities
were present in al-Musta~hir.24

For the four acquired qualities, al-Ghazzali easily showed that al-
Musta~hir fulfilled all the requisites.2s However, the third quality,
i.e., knowledge (al- <"ilm) was redefined by al-Ghazzali as "private
personal effort in legal reasoning" (al-ijtihad), which while
indispensable to the imam26 can be met by consultation with the
learned. The imam can "know" by his own reasoning or by that of
others. In principle, one ought to prefer a person of independent
personal judgment over one who follows others. But if the latter is
chosen, and has the support and the submission of all and there is
no Qurayshite mujtahid who possesses all the qualities, the choice
is valid. However, if there were a qualified Qurayshite, and the
deposition of the other would lead to various exigencies, insurrection
and disturbances, it would not be prudent to depose the incumbent
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and replace him with the qualified Qurayshite. He admitted that
knowledge adds lustre to the imamate, but argued that the result
sought from the office is to extinguish dissension. This function, he
warned, is not to be sacrificed for more precision in differentiating
between arguments or in conforming to the views of others.27 Two
conclusions can be derived from this argument of al-Ghazzali's:
first, the need for the imamate is paramount in view of the need for
an ordered society, and second, personal knowledge (al-ijtihad) is
not something indispensable to the imam.

Thus al-Ghazzali's proviso that an unqualified imam could be
removed was only theoretical in nature. In practical terms, he simply
could not be deposed. AI-Ghazzali was the first to state this
conclusion in such clear terms.28 Dissension against al-Musta~hir
was therefore unlawful, and the <'ulama> were bound to acknowledge
the formal validity and legality of his imamate. All that remained for
al-Musta~hir was to settle problems through consultation with the
<'ulama>. In fact, al-Ghazzali allowed for the possibility that the imam
who is young might attain a rank of independence in the science of
the law later on.29

Chapter Ten contains al-Ghazzali's advice to al-Musta~hit. AI-
Ghazzali counselled the imam on his twofold duties. The first is
connected with knowledge and is theoretical in nature, the second
is connected with action «'amal) and is practical. AI-Ghazzali said
that the commander of the faithful (imam, caliph) is religiously bound
to read and reflect on this chapter continually. If God aids him in
striving towards mastery of at least one of these sets of duties, even
though it should take a year, it would signify success and ultimate
bliss (sa" adah qu.Jwa).

The duties that are connected with knowledge are four: (a) the
imam must know why man was created and for what purpose; (b)
he must recognize that it is imperative for his happiness in the next
life that he has piety (taqwa), and that the place of this piety is
located in the heart; (c) the imam should know that being God's
vicegerent (khalifah) over men carries responsibilities for the
betterment of those men; and that only he has the capability to better
the people of the world, his town, his household, and himself; and
finally, (d) he must recognize that man comprised angelic and bestial

qualities.3O
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The duties which are connected with action demonstrate al-
Ghazzali's conception of a truly Islamic ideal for politics and
government.3! First, the imam is advised to be just in dealing with
his subjects. If he deviates from the path of justice ( cad/), his subjects
may regard him as a ruler who has usurped power. His aim should
be to gain the approval and love of men in a way which conforms to
the law. Obedience to him is incumbent only when he has brought
men into conformity with the law. Moreover, he should solicit and
be grateful for the counsel of the cu/ama>, as well as profit from the
admonitions of the rightly guided caliphs and those of religious elders
(mawa Ci~ masha )ikh a/-din) to bygone princes.32

The imam is also counselled to live in piety. He is advised to
forfeit comfort, luxury and indulgence in food and clothing. He
should ensure that his office facilitates worship and seize every
opportunity to serve God through humility, justice, empathy and
sincere counsel to Muslims.

The imam is reminded that the imamate is a formidable post. It
can lead to good or unsurpassed misery. Kindness in all matters
should be more predominant in the imam than harshness. While he
is in power he must temper his actions with mercy, clemency, good
conduct and restraint.33 AI-Ghazzali's approach, in this chapter, is
similar to that of his other works in that he quoted from the Quran,the 

lzadith and the sayings of the rightly guided caliphs to substantiatehis 
arguments.

Al-Iqti$tid fi al-I"tiqtid
The second work of note is AI-Iqti$ad fi aI-I" tiqad which was written
in 488/1095 while al-Ghazzali was still teaching in Baghdad. It was
compiled just after al-Musta~hiri and before Ilzya) (ulum al-d,-n. This
book is said to have been called al-Ghazzali's "chief theological
work" and has received considerable scholarly attention, forming
the basis of many of the generalizations made about his political
theory. 34 The political content of this book is found mainly in Chapter

Three entitled "On the imamate." Only the first two sections of this
chapter are relevant to this discussion while the third section explains
the belief of the ahl al-Sunnah [the People of the (established)
Custom, the Sunnis] in the companions of the Prophet Mul)ammad
(SAS) and the Rightly Guided Caliphs.
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In section one, al-Ghazzali discussed the need for an imam. He
argued that this need is not dictated by reason but by revelation,35
the same argument as forwarded by al-Mawardi (d. 450/1058).36
AI-Ghazzali employed syllogism to support his argument. In hiswords:

Good ordering of religion was an aim of the Prophet.

Good ordering of religion is brought about only by an imam
who is obeyed.
Therefore, the setting up of an imam, who is obeyed, is necessary

(obligatory).

AI-Ghazzali realized that the middle premise, i.e., that the good
ordering of religion is incumbent upon the presence of an imam
who is obeyed, might be disputed as unlslamic. AI-Ghazzali defended
it with another syllogism as follows:

Good ordering of religion (ai-din) is brought about only by
good ordering of this world (al-dunyal.

Good ordering of this world is brought about only by an imam
who is obeyed.

Therefore, good ordering of religion is brought about only by
an imam who is obeyed.3'AI-Ghazzali 

provided a clear indication of what he meant by the
term "al-dunya" in this syllogism. His definition is uncommon. It
implied basic needs, such as food, clothing, shelter and health. These,
he maintained, are the preconditions of life.38

Moreover, al-Ghazzali argued that worldly security is essential.
If one is busy defending oneself and one's family against tyranny
or in search of a livelihood, no time can be devoted to the quest for
knowledge or worship, which is the only means of attaining true
felicity in the hereafter.39 In other words, if there is no security in
this world which can, in turn, guarantee a commitment to knowledge
and worship, one cannot gain bliss in the next. Thi's argument, i.e.,
the need for an ordered society, is the same as in the al-Musta~hiri.4O

As an example of "disorder," al-Ghazzali pointed to the climate
of strife which erupts on the death of sultans (sala!in) and imams. If
no immediate appointment is made to replace him with another
sultan who is obeyed (sul,ran mu!a <), then, discord will prevail and
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the sword will take precedence. The masses will face a great ordeal.
Such a situation would not permit anyone to devote himself
exclusively to the acquisition of knowledge and worship. To al-
Ghazzali, "Religion (aI-din) and authority (sul!anah) are twins" and
"Religion is a foundation and the sul.tan its guardian ([laris), a thing
which has no foundation will fall and that which has no guardian
will be 10st."41 Al-Ghazzali concluded his argument by maintaining
that a reasonable man cannot dispute the fact that human beings,
because of their different natures, the inherent diversity of their
passions and the divergence of their opinions, would engage in
quarrels and wars, and that the victor would destroy the loser if left
to his own devices. From this stems the necessity of appointing an
Imam.

The second part of chapter three deals with the way in which a
person may be appointed an imam. Al-Ghazzali stressed certain
qualities (kha$) which a person must possess and which differentiate
him from the rest, prior to his appointment as imam. These qualities
are of two kinds, those that relate to one's self (fi nafsihzj and those
that are connected with other people (min jihat ghayrihzj. The qualities
he mentioned first are al-kifayah (competence), al- r ilm (knowledge),

al-wara> (piety), and descent from the Quraysh. These properties
are the same as the qualities cited in al-Musta"!hiri.42

Al-Ghazzali maintained that if there is more than one Qurayshite
descendant who possesses the first set of qualities, then the need
arises to evaluate them against the second set, namely: being
appointed to govern (tawliyah) or being entrusted with authority
(tafwi{/) by other people. The way in which a person is given this
authority are, he continued, threefold: through designation (na$) by
the Prophet Mu1)ammad (SAS); through appointment by the ruling
imam of a suitable successor from among his sons or from among
the Quraysh; or through entrusting authority (tafwi{/) in a suitable
individual by a person vested with military power (dhii shawkah)
whose lead is followed by others such that they participate in giving
fealty to the appointed imam.43

Of the three methods of conferring appointment, only the last
method interested al-Ghazzali. The first two methods are not given
the same weight and are only alluded to in brief.44 The last method,
an act of allegiance by one man with military power (dhii shawkah),~
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is considered sufficient to appoint a person to the imamate.45 This is
due to the support and respect which the former enjoys among the
people. Moreover, his actions meet the demands of the imamate
itself, that is, to unite the divergent views and interests of men, The
imam is obeyed because allegiance is, in turn, given by the man
who is obeyed (shakh~ mufti'). Furthermore, if more than one man
is vested with such military power, they must agree with one another
and pay allegiance to the appointed imam, for only then the obedience
can be secured.46

In case there exists only one Quraysh, who is obeyed and followed
(wu.ta < muttabi <), and who appoints himself as imam and has shawkah

(military power), kifayah (competence) and the necessary attributes
of an imam, his candidacy is valid and it is incumbent upon people
to swear obedience to him. He will be able to win the allegiance of
the important men (akabir) of the age, and of those who loose and
bind (ahl al-lzall wa al- <aqd). The latter are those who are qualified
to act on behalf of the lama <ah (community of believers), as they
form an ijma < (consensus) in electing a caliph or imam. In medieval

political theory, their main function was contractual, namely, to offer
the office of caliphate to the most qualified person and, upon his
acceptance, to administer to him an oath of allegiance (bay <ah).
They were also entrusted with deposing him should he fail to fulfil
his duties. The members of the ahl al-lzall wa al- < aqd must be Muslim,

adult, just, free and capable of exercising ijtihad and be a jurist of
the highest caliber.47 On the number of members making up this
body, scholars disagree because there is no evidence (Qur>anic
verses or lzadith) to that effect. AI-Mawardi, for instance, was of the
view that one person is enough because this reflects the historical
reality in which a caliph or an imam normally designated his

successor.48

Al-Ghazzali was asked whether a man who becomes an imam
and possesses all the conditions (shuru,t) of the imamate, except
knowledge, be deposed even if he regularly consults the "ulama>
and follows their advice? He held that the man must be replaced by
someone who fulfils all the necessary conditions, provided that his
deposition and replacement will not engender battle (qital).
Otherwise, he must be obeyed and his imamate validated. He
reasoned that the disadvantages of having an imam who cannot give~

"':$
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render legal decisions but whose entry to the office would spark
civil war.49

In order to protect him from the accusation of compromising the
legal position on the deposition of an unqualified imam, al-Ghazzali
provides an analogy in support of his view: the consumption of
carrion is prohibited, but death (from starvation) is a worse
proposition. 50 He likens this analogy to a situation where one is

faced with two possibilities. If there is no imam for the lack of a
qualified person, then all efforts at administration will be invalid
and ordinary people will be doing what is wrong because the legal
underpinnings of their actions would be void. Conversely, if there
is an imam who is validated by the necessity of the situation (though
he might lack one of the requisites), then there will be administration
and validity in action, and the interest (ma~lallah) of the ummah
will be preserved. Therefore, he said, the people should opt for the
latter choice. Clearly, al-Ghazzali supported a view that defended
an imperfect imam.

I(lyti> VIUUI ai-Dins!

This book is believed to have been written and completed in 489-
90/1096-97.52 It is acclaimed as al-Ghazzali's most valuable and
comprehensive work. It outlines, for the devout Muslim, every aspect
of worship «(ibadah), conduct in daily life, purification of heart,
and progress along the mystic path.53 In part, its popularity may be
attributed to its easy accessibility even to those with basic knowledge
of Arabic literature. It is free from linguistic ambiguity, idiomatic
expression, and technical terminology. 54 The authenticity of llzya)
is beyond doubt. 55

Al-Ghazzali's political ideas are found in Chapter Five of book
Fourteen, entitled "the Book of what is licit and what is illicit" (Kitab
a/-Ita/a/ wa a/-lzaram). In brief, he discussed the imamate and its
relationship to the military warlords. At the same time, he developed
his views on the sultanate. An unjust, ignorant sultan (a/-~u/!an a/-
o;a/im .a/-jahi/), who is sustained by military power (shwakah) and
whose deposition would engender civil war (fitnah tha>irah) should
be left in power, for obedience is due to him as it is due to an amir.56

Al-Ghazzali maintained that the caliphate (khi/afah) is given
contractually to the member of the' Abbasid family who is charged
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with its functions, and that authority (wi/ayah) in the various lands
is legally exercised (nafidhah) by sultans who pay allegiance to the
caliph.57 This simply means that any sultan who holds power,
regardless of whether he meets all the requirements, is considered
legitimate as long as he pays allegiance to the caliph.

In defining the relationship between sultans and the caliph, al-
Ghazzali said that the attributes and conditions of sultans are meant
to safeguard the public welfare. Consequently, if the rulers are
decreed as null and void, the interests of public welfare would also
be null and void. How then could the source of power be lost in the
quest for profit?

To al-Ghazzali, the only means of bringing the imamate into being
is through the efforts of a sultan who has military power, a condition
which was also met by the Fatimids. Admitting the sultans' legitimacy
is, therefore, a necessity. In his days, authority was only possible
through military power. Anybody to whom the holder of military
power might give his allegiance would become caliph, a view that
is open to dispute for its over-simplification. In return, whosoever
has military power and pays tribute to the caliph, in the form of
mentioning the caliph's name during Friday sermons and inscribing
his name on the coinage (sikkah), he will be considered the sultan
and his orders and judgment would be valid and enforceable. 58 Due

to its simplicity, this view is even less persuasive.

In this book, al-Ghazzali maintained that only sultans can appoint
the caliph because they have the sole military means of amassing
real power. From this premise, he expounded the belief that even if
the sultan is unjust and ignorant but difficult to depose except through
civil war, obedience is his due. Such a view, Hillenbrand rightly
remarks, is more pessimistic than any expressed before.59

Na~i(Jat al-Mulut6°

This book is believed to have been written in Tus, either immediately
before 499/1106 or soon after 502/1109, and is in keeping with the
views expressed during the intervening period in Nishapur, when
the author was working in a more urban, political environment.61
There are two theories as to whom this book was intended for. In its
Arabic manuscript form, the book is addressed to the sultan
Mu~ammad ibn Malik Shah as "King of the East and West," whereas
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in the Persian manuscript, as edited by Professor Huma>i, it is
addressed to Sanjar, "King of the East," MuQammad's full brother
and ally.62 Whoever the addressee may have been, it is explicitly
intended as a counsel to a sultan. As a result of the doubt which has
been cast on the authorship of the second part of this book,63 this
study limits itself to an analysis of part one.

The first section of this book is not a theory of politics, but a set
of instructions given to a sultan on how he should conduct his
relations with God as his Creator and his dealings with men as his
subjects. The basic teaching contained herein is that rulership is a
gift bestowed by God and that the ruler will be accountable for his
actions to God on the Day of Judgment.64

As a ruler who is directly accountable to God, al-Ghazzali holds
that the sultan must possess a correct faith which is perceived as
"God's gift" and as "eternal wealth" (ai-sa <adah al-mu <abbadah
wa al-ni <mah al-mukhalladah). He likens the gift to a seed of faith
which may be nourished with the water of justice and piety until it
grows into a tree whose roots reach the bowels of the earth and
whose branches touch the clouds of the sky.6s He sets forth ten
principles of the creed which are the roots of the tree of faith.66 The
strength of these roots signifies the strength of the sultan's vertical
relationship to God.

As regard his horizontal relationship (i.e., his dealings with the
subjects), al-Ghazzali outlines ten principles which are likened to
the branches of the tree of faith. These ten principles, admits R.J.
McCarthy, provide insight into al-Ghazzali's thought and spirituality
which may truly be called an Islamic ideal of politics and
government.67

The first principle expounded by al-Ghazzali is justice. In
explaining this, he says that authority (wilayah) is a great blessing,
since he who exercises it righteously obtains unsurpassed happiness
but if any ruler fails to do so, he incurs torment surpassed only by
the torment of unbelief. This is proven by the tradition of the Prophet
of Islam (SAS) who said: "One day of just rule by an equitable
sultan is more meritorious than sixty years of continual worship."
He quotes another tradition which relates that on the day of
resurrection no shade or shelter shall remain except of God on High,
in which seven persons shall be found. At the head of them would
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be the sultan who had treated his subjects with justice.68 Apart from
being just, the sultan is also reminded that he must discipline his
slave-troops (ghulaman), companions, servants (Cum mal) and
officers and never tolerate unjust conduct from them, for he is not
only accountable for his own unjust deeds but also for those of his
staff.69

The second principle, mentioned by al-Ghazzali is that the ruler
should always be compelled to seek out devout 'u/amti> ( cu/amti >

a/-din) and ask for their advice. However, the ruler is warned not to
meet with cu/amti> of worldly ambitions (Cu/amti > a/-sit » who might

inveigle, flatter and seek to please him in order to gain control over
his terrestrial body by stealth and deceit (a/-makr wa a/-in/a h). AI-
Ghazzali maintains that the devout cti/im is not one who has covetous
designs on the treasury, but who gives his knowledge in just
measure.7o This principle accords with al-Ghazzali's compromise
over the condition of knowledge for a ruler,7\ as the latter is advised
to turn to devout cu/amti> for counsel.

The rest of the principles are the qualities and actions which al-
Ghazzali demands of the sultan and are, generally, of an ethical
nature. These include the advice to the king to overcome pride, to
imagine himself in the position of the subjects, not to do things
which he would not wish to be done to himself, not to treat with
contempt those who come to him in need, to avoid luxury, to act in
conformity with the shari'ah in striving to satisfy his subjects.72

Having mentioned the roots and the branches of the tree of faith
for the sultan, al-Ghazzali then explains the two springs (Caynayn)
which water (mashrab) it. The first spring is knowledge of this lower
world which, he says, is not a fixed abode, for the ultimate home of
man transcends it in the hereafter. He then includes ten analogies to
describe the ugliness of this world. The second spring is knowledge
of the last breath (a/-nafs a/-tikhir) which is illustrated through five'
anecdotes.73

Th~s book contains many references to the Prophets, and anecdotes
and sayings from the earliest caliphs, such as <Umar ibn al-Kha!!ab,
<Umar CAbd al- cAziz, cAli, Harlin aI-Rashid and al-Man~ur as well
as sayings attributed to Jesus. As its title suggests, the thrust of this
book has nothing to do with the caliphate or the imamate. However,
one still finds echoes of his earlier concerns, such as in his insistence
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upon the importance of knowledge and upon a new institution,
namely, the <"ulama>, AI-Ghazzali places the latter above the imamate
and the sultanate that must in turn rely on the <"ulama) counsel. This
makes the <"ulama) very influential in society and it is to this group
of <"ulama) that al-Ghazzan and his colleagues belonged.

The Differences in AI-Ghazzali's Works

The works of al-GhazzalI contain discourses on politics (e.g.,
discussion on the imamate and the sultanate); they differ, however,
in many respects. The differences are manifested where audience
and motive of composition are concerned. The al-musta.zhiri, for
example, is aimed at the caliph and the <ulama) who had the
intellectual and linguistic ability to understand the author's
argumentation and his elegant Arabic style. Therefore, its audience
was small and selective. It was written at the command of the
'Abbasid caliph al-Musta+hir, to highlight the errors of the Batinites,
and to justify the rule of its patron. AI-Iqti~ad, however, was targeted
for a larger audience than al-musta.zhiri. This is because the author
did not write this work with any particular patron in mind,74 as he
had al-musta;hiri, and could, therefore, freely air his views. With
such freedom, al-GhazzalI was not confined to discussing the
Batlnites or to justifying al-Musta+hir's imamate. It was composed,
as the author himself said, more as preparation for the gnosis
(ma <rifah) of the ~ufi than the usual dogmatic works.7s

llzya> <uliim ai-din's audience, as Lazarus Yafeh points out,
constituted three possible groups: the masses, those who could not
understand the esoteric hints contained in the llzya>, the ~ufis who
did not need these hints, and the <ulama) whom these hints might
direct to the right path and for whom they were added to the llzya ).76
However, Lazarus maintains that this book is more suited to the last
category, since, according to her, they have the ability to understand
and are worthy of this knowledge.

Moreoycr, the llzya) was written, according to Montgomery Watt,
as a guide for the devout Muslim on every aspect of religious worship
and devotional practice, conduct in daily life, purification of theheart, 

and advance along the mystic way.77 Lazarus concurs withthis 
view, noting that al-Ghazzali wanted to point some of its readerstowards 

the light of true knowledge. However, he did it in a gradual
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way, 

hoping to "heal" the spiritual maladies of many of his
contemporaries.78 Moreover, she considers the llzyii) to be the
author's "map" for the gradual education of his worthier readers,
designed to impart to them some of the divine secrets so that they
may know the truth and sharpen their intellect, thereby allowing
them to lead a pious life as taught by Islam.

The chronology of composition also contributed to the differences
between these books. A/-Musta-;:hiri, for instance, was composed at
a time (487/1094) when the threat of the Ba~inites who were led by
l:Iasan ibn -5abbal:I (d. 518/1124), was so palpable in Baghdad.79
The composition of the book was directly linked to the political
climate. Even though a/-Iqti~ad was composed slightly later than
a/-Musta-;:hiri, i.e., in 488/1095, one can still classify them both as
belonging to the same period, i.e., at the end of the author's
professorship in Baghdad. However, a/-Iqti~ad differs from the latter
in target audience, content and cause of writing.

Furthermore, l[zya'> <"u/um a/-din was written during the period of
al-Ghazzali's strict seclusion in Syria. There, the author led a ~ufi
life, through which, according to him, one finds truth. In this book
he tries to hint to his readers (especially contemporary scholars who
were not devoted to the ~iifi life) that their lives would only lead
them to eternal perdition (muh/ikat).80 The Na~ilzat a/-mu/uk, on the
other hand, was written during the time of the author's second
teaching post, at the Ni~amiyyah College of Nishaapfu, after he was
summoned there by Fakhr al-Mulk in 499/1066. Even though its
audience differs from that of a/-Musta-;:hiri, its content is similar to
chapter ten of the latter. This similarity across time demonstrates the
author's consistency of counsel.8\ Nevertheless, all demonstrate
different emphases on the part of al-Ghazzali. A/-Musta-;:hiri is
polemical, a/-Iqti~ad theological, llzya'> is somewhat mystical and
Na~ilzat a/-mu/uk is a mirror for princes. Regardless of their
differences, the political views contained in these books constitute
the author's thought on the imamate and the sultanate.

Conclusion

Even though lJujjat a/-Is/am, Imam al-Ghazzali was perceived as a
writer on doctrine, this study has shown that he has his own germane
contribution to political science. He has discussed extensively the
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need for and the pre-requisites of an imam. In this, he did not deviate
much from the standard theological texts as he confirms that the
basis and need of an imam is to uphold the religion. His emphasis
on Qurayshite descent apparently was to repudiate the Batinites'
claim to the imamate.

From the four works analysed here, it appears that al-Ghazzali
repeated certain points in many places. This is due to the fact that
the motives and audience of al-Ghazzali were different for each
work. Islam being universal contains universal guidance for all. AI-
Ghazzali, therefore, is forced to mention the same value to the King
as well as to the general public.

AI-Ghazzali occasionally seems to compromise Islamic principles
and justifies an unjust imam. This can be explained by the fact that
he was writing during a difficult historical phase. A dogmatic
emphasis on ideal principles of Islam without recourse to reality
would have weakened the resolve of the rulers to implement the
sharicah. In other words, al-Ghazzali's seeming compromise was
motivated by the desire to keep the rulers within the fold of sharicah
so that the interest of the ummah are better served. In any case, an
understanding of al-Ghazzali's political thought would therefore be
impossible without analysing all of his works, their commonalities,
their differences and the environment in which he lived and wrote.
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Nizari Isma'ili movement, known as the da (wah al-jadidah, as against the

da <wah al-qadimah in Egypt.l:Iasan's activities in Khurasan, which posed a
menace to Seljuk power, was seen by al-Ghazzali as being an extension of the
larger Fatimid rivalry with the Seljuqs. For details, see Carole Hillenbrand,
"The Power Struggle between the Seljuqs and the Isma 'ili Movement of Alamut,
487-518/1094-1124: The Seljuq perspective," in Farhad Daftary, ed., Medieval
Ismti'ili History and Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996),
205-220, and Farouk Mitha, "Re-reading of al-Ghazali: Orthodoxy, Reason
and Authority in the Kittib al-musta,zhiri"" (M. A. Thesis, McGill University),

1993,31-43.

80. Examples of muhliktit (eternal perdition) include jealousy, hatred, conceit,

vanity, hypocrisy and ambition.

81. Even though its content is similar to that al-Musta,?hirl""'s, the Na~illat's
views are not in keeping with those found in the former.


